30-Second PSA: 'Elvis 007' production will leave UM all shook up Oct. 26
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PSA, 30 seconds

‘ELVIS 007’ PRODUCTION WILL LEAVE UM ALL SHOOK UP OCT. 26

“ELVIS 007,” A MUSICAL TRIBUTE TO THE KING OF ROCK ’N’ ROLL, ELVIS PRESLEY, WILL TAKE PLACE AT 8 P.M. FRIDAY, OCT. 26, IN THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. THIS IS THE FIRST AND LAST TIME THE SHOW WILL BE PERFORMED. TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL GRIZTIX OUTLETS. ADMISSION IS $15 FOR ADULTS AND $12 FOR STUDENTS, SENIORS AND CHILDREN. ALL SEATING IS GENERAL ADMISSION. “ELVIS 007” STARS EUGENE O’NEILL AS ELVIS AND IS WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY SKIP LUNDBY.
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